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Biometrics in the Police and Prison Service.

Within the nineteenth century, a German named Franz Joseph Gall, an Italian
named Cesare Lombroso and a Belgian named Adolphe Quetelet shared a
common interest in phrenology and anthropometry, exploring the idea that
physical geometric traits could be aligned with characteristics of human
behaviour.  Then a Frenchman named Alphonse Bertillon who was in charge
of identification at the Paris police headquarters in 1880, progressed the
thinking a little further into what became known as judiciary anthropometry.
Bertillon developed a system of identifying criminals by anatomical
measurements, which became extremely popular at the time.  Indeed, this
idea may have been developed even further among the law enforcement
fraternity had it not been for another police officer in Argentina by the name
of Juan Vucetich who had become increasingly interested in the idea of
fingerprints as a means of identifying criminals.  The concept of fingerprints
being unique was really proposed back in 1823 by a Czech named Jan
Evangelista Purkinje who came to this conclusion whilst studying sweat
glands, but it was Juan Vucetich who really progressed the thinking into
comparative dactyloscopy (a dactylogram being the ink on paper impression
of a fingerprint) in 1888. Others became interested in the concept of
fingerprints as identifiers, and in June 1900 a system developed by
Englishmen Francis Galton and Edward Henry was put into operation at
Scotland Yard and was very successful, effectively establishing fingerprints as
the primary identifier for criminal identification purposes.
This slightly fragmented international development gave birth to what has
become the de facto standard for individual identification within law
enforcement circles, although the idea of using anatomical measurements for
personal identification goes right back to ancient Egyptian times.

What we now refer to as biometric identity verification takes the thinking in
an interesting new direction with the potential of using anatomical and / or
behavioural characteristics as an identifier and automating the matching
process, making real time identity verification with live samples a reality.  This
technique has been largely enabled as a result of microprocessor technology
and parallel developments within the computer industry. Biometric
methodologies include fingerprinting, voice pattern matching, iris and retinal
scanning, facial recognition, signature verification, vein pattern matching and
others.  OK, it’s an interesting science, but what are the applications for
biometrics within the police and prison service?  Let’s consider a few ideas in
this context.

One area where biometrics quickly proved their worth was in physical access
control.  Using a biometric in conjunction with either a token or PIN, provided
a stronger level of confidence as to the true identity of the user gaining access
to a given facility.  Typically, the token or PIN would be used to select the
appropriate individual biometric template from system memory in order that
a match be undertaken against the live sample being provided by the user.
This one to one mode of operation is known as biometric verification and
verifies the claimed identity as being true or otherwise.  An alternative mode
of operation known as biometric identification refers to the one to many
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search of a database of templates in order to identify a particular individual
from within a group.  The majority of biometric devices operate in biometric
verification mode, and this is well suited to conventional physical access
control requirements, of which there may be many within prisons and secure
police facilities.  Using biometrics for access control purposes in this context,
also provides a reliable audit trail of who went where and when.

One successful example of lateral thinking in this context is in the area of
visitor systems at high security prisons, where biometric devices have been
used to track visitors within the prison facility, ensuring that identities aren’t
swapped during the visit.  This is achieved simply by enrolling the visitors into
the biometric system upon arrival at the prison and then verifying their
identity at strategic points during the visit, and finally, upon leaving.  Similar
technology could of course be used for the prisoners themselves, providing
secure physical access control into specific areas, and importantly, an audit
trail providing accurate information as to who is where at a given time.  Whilst
we are in the prison, let’s not forget the prison officers and administration
staff themselves, who might find easy to use biometric access control devices
an elegant and convenient way of moving within different areas of the facility.
A similar opportunity no doubt exists in many police stations, especially when
distinguishing between public and private areas.

Police departments the world over are of course familiar with AFIS
(automated fingerprint identification systems) used to find matches within
large databases of fingerprints.  This is a distinctly different application from
that of conventional fingerprint biometric devices used primarily for access
control purposes.  However, the potential to bring the two disciplines together
is interesting to consider.  For example, combining a live scan fingerprint
biometric system with an AFIS system in such a way that the compared
features are compatible would facilitate some interesting possibilities in the
realms of individual identity verification as related to law enforcement.

When we consider biometric applications for the police and prison services, it
is tempting to immediately think of criminals and security, but this is only
part of the story.  What about the use of biometrics within an IT context?  The
networks and computers used within the police service for example are host to
a wealth of potentially sensitive information.  Controlling access to such
information is naturally important and in this context biometrics have much
to offer.  Many contemporary operating systems allow for a degree of
personalisation according to log on information stored in the directory, in the
form of a user name and password.  When a user enters the correct log on
information, they have access to their own ‘desktop’ including any network
drives and applications which they are authorised to use.  However, as we
know, a user name and password, whilst undoubtedly useful, do not guarantee
that the designated user was actually the person who logged on to the
network.  All we know is that the person who logged on at a certain time, knew
a particular user name and password combination.  If we enhance this
procedure with the addition of a biometric however, we now have a
significantly higher degree of confidence as to the true identity of a user at a
particular workstation at a particular time.  We may now feel more inclined to
be more creative with the authorisation of access to certain files and
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applications, as the likelihood of this authority being abused is significantly
reduced.  In addition, there is a strong associated user benefit as users can
simply log on with a biometric and not worry about remembering a plethora of
different passwords for different applications and scenarios.  This has a
further knock on effect in that password related help desk calls are reduced
considerably, providing significant cost savings in this respect. If we
extrapolate this thinking across our portfolio of applications and services, we
can configure selective access control at application level, functionality within
application level, and right down to folder and file access.

Now let’s think further afield towards Intranets and Extranets.  There is much
that can be achieved from a departmental and regional information sharing
perspective in this context.  But having a wealth of information sitting on a
web server, or series of servers brings its own security problems.  Naturally we
need to secure such an entity from outside attack using firewalls and
associated technology, but we also need to think carefully about who can
access what information within our own boundaries.  However, if we make
such access too restrictive or impose unnecessarily complicated controls, then
the service will not be used as well as it might be and we shall have missed an
important opportunity.  The key in this case will be making access to the
Intranet or Extranet a simple, streamlined process with the minimum of
formality and inconvenience.  This is exactly where the use of biometrics can
bring real benefits to the user by enhancing security and functionality whilst
reducing operational complexity.

There are many, perhaps less obvious areas where one might consider the use
of biometrics.  In relation to the operation of sophisticated (and expensive)
equipment for example, or perhaps to control access to hazardous areas where
special training is required.  Indeed, anywhere we wish to control access to
information or facilities and provide an audit trail accordingly, biometrics
have a potential part to play.  A few years ago, the cost of implementing such
technology may have represented a deterrent in all but the most pressing
cases.  However, the lower cost and higher sophistication of biometric systems
today places them firmly in the realms of reality for consideration across a
number of applications in law enforcement.


